Essenic Energy Medicine / Therapeutic Channelling, working in
partnership with the Christ /Magdalene energies, underpinned by the
teachings of the Essenes.
Therapeutic Channelling, as a Healing Therapy - Similar to an Eastern traditional
healing therapy called Reiki, this method relies on channeling through the Christ
Energies via the Angelic Realm, and pivots on information, which was given to Moses,
when he received the Ten Commandments. The general consensus is that Moses did not
feel that everyone was ready to receive this information, so it was given to the few
faithful, who practiced the teachings. The information, found in a cave in the 1940's,
became known as ''The Dead Sea Scrolls''. The teachings were still not given to the
general public, as it was believed that they contradicted the Bible and so were locked
away in the Vatican. The Teachings of the Essenes can boast to being a BLUEPRINT for
solving the problems of the individual - and thus, ultimately, - WORLD PROBLEMS!
The Therapy, which derives from it - owes much of its increasing popularity today, to exmonk, Sean Bradley, who teaches therapists from his Academy in Storth, Cumbria.
THE CONTEXT IN TODAY'S SOCIETY - The pressures of modern day life are
causing more and more stress –related and psychosomatic illnesses, and in a growing
disillusionment with western medicine, and with the availability of more leisure time, in a
worldwide quest- more and more people are looking for 'food for the soul' and a way to
bring back peace and harmony into their lives.
Thus the popularity of Alternative and Complementary Therapies is growing to the
extent, that even the once suspicious orthodox medical profession, are taking a more
holistic approach and referring patients for treatments such as Aromatherapy etc. Patients
themselves are taking matters into their own hands, in trying some of the Eastern
Therapies, such as Reiki healing which have been around for some 2000 yrs.!
This is in comparison to our Western Orthodox Medicine, which can only boast several
centuries!
THERAPEUTIC CHANNELLING - is another such therapy which is really gaining
momentum and was practiced by the Essenes up to 8ooo yrs ago and around the time of
Jesus Christ. As mentioned, the therapy relies on ANGEL POWER. Although there are
some 385 direct references in the Bible, Orthodox Religions have sadly neglected angels.
Perhaps this is because by using Angels to intervene for us at the throne of God,
(although we don't need to do that, as we have a direct link) we are in less need of the
clergy, as it puts the power back into the hands of the individual!
Angels seem to enjoy an increase in popularity every 20 years or so, but many people
appear to have forgotten their credibility. They appear to overlook the fact that it was
angels who heralded the birth of the Christ-child, and all the other references to them
which are in the Bible and books of other major world religions, such as Islam, Maori,
Shinto and Hindu.
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In fact, Angels, since the beginning of creation are celebrated throughout mythology,
and angelic visitations at a more personal level, along with delivery from adversity,
are becoming more and more discussed. As is borne out by the fact that, in a recent
survey, it was found that many people can name at least three Archangels-these being
Michael, Gabriel and Raphael.
The Essenes also knew that the mind consists of both a conscious and sub-conscious
section, and that these can be re-programmed to be more positive, by using positive
affirmations, the first thing at morning, noon and last thing at night. In this respect and
others, they were considered to be the ' Fathers 'of Psychology.
The Essenic beliefs appear to epitomize the common denominator of all religions, as
these have influenced other major world religions such as: Brahmanism, the Vedas, the
Upanishads, the Yoga systems of India, as well as Judeo/ Christian religions - who all
accept the existence of angels.
THE METHOD OF THERAPEUTIC CHANNELLING – when CHANNELLINGthe sitter is encouraged to relax, and possibly engage in a short meditation, to 'tune in ' to
the Angelic Realm, the Archangel Princes Michael, Uriel, Gabriel, Raphael, Metatron,
and the Angel Source are INVITED, INVOKED to bring through the Christ Energies,
and THANKED for their Presence. The hands may be placed on the sitter's head or
shoulders or even just the aura, the sitter's feet may be anointed with sacred oils during
the treatment.
THE BENEFITS OF THERAPEUTIC CHANNELLING - As a Therapy, the rays are
channelled through from the highest realms, it is a very beautiful, healing and uplifting
experience. An indescribable feeling of peace and tranquility may descend on both
channeller and sitter, along with beautiful white and golden light, in accordance with
anecdotal evidence.
What exactly happens during the treatment is very hard to describe, but usually, both
channeller and sitter report that something extra-ordinary occurs. The therapy speaks to
the human condition and can CHANGE LIVES - by: empowering the sitter to change
negative mind sets, Enlisting the help and guidance of the angelic realm in everyday
matters, Self- healing mind, body and spirit, Restoring balance and reducing stress,
Promoting well - being and even lengthening the life-span of the believer who puts the
Teachings into practice. The therapy can be used on anyone who wishes to achieve any of
the above benefits, And is completely SAFE.
About the Author
Sean is an intuitive Spiritual Life Coach, Healer, Teacher & Author of several books and
perceived by his clients as a ‘Physician of Souls.’ Born in Glasgow, Sean was brought up
in Dublin. He felt that throughout his life he was being guided and that his life was
mapped out. At the age of 16, he entered a monastic community and qualified as a
nursing monk. He continued nursing for a further 30 years until a major breakdown
became his breakthrough in doing this work. In 2002, Sean was guided by Sananda
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Jesus and Mary Magdalene to establish the Sean Bradley Academy and reach out to
carers and therapists-empowering them to embrace the ancient teachings of the Nazarene
Essenes, the Angel (Feng Shui) Healing Bagua, and Mother Mary.
In 2006, Sean established The Tau Tree of Life Healing Community providing support
for therapists, empowering them ‘self heal’ and reclaim their inner divinity as co creators
of Source.
Sean now lives in Storth, in the beautiful South Lakes, Cumbria. From here he operates
his consultancy providing Therapeutic Counselling /Therapies and Residential Retreats,
supporting many clients from overseas.
Contact details:

Sean Bradley
The Barefoot Angel Man™

Tel: +0044-1524-762292. www.sean-bradley.com
www.angelgardens4u.co.uk www.taucommunity.com
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